Innovation workshop in Burghausen
Workshop about plant security and plant documentation at 19.02.2014

The issues plant security and plant documentation enjoy a high local value in business practice. Because of this we had a Workshop at 19.02.2014 with two partner firms about these issues. Many participants of considerable company's were able to inform about three innovative software solutions.

>> Real-Time plant documentation with LiveDOK

Rösberg Engineering presents as first partner firm their software solution for plant documentation in real time. The product LiveDOK replaces the time-consuming paper documentation and all it’s cons. Lost or misplaced documents or changing items are a thing of the past. With the product LiveDOK it is possible to reduce the costs of inefficient search for information to a minimum. Although the integration of inventory data as well as the acquisition and synchronization of other data is imaginable easy. The LiveDOK generator changes more than 200 formats from the source system in standardized PDF-formats. The LiveDOK manager on the other hand warranted the constant availability and actuality as well as the traceability of changes.

>> Plant documentation, assistance and – calculation with PLSDOC® RE

The product PLSDOC® RE of iMes Solutions is inserted successful for years in the chemical, pharmacy, power station, petro chemistry, and other areas. PLSDOC® RE offers a data base based plant documentation in „real time“. Plant driver profit from the high availability of plant-knowhow and obtain assistance at plant care. At information demand the plant personnel gets clearly discharged by fast finding information. Thereby you can reduce your time costs as well as ensure plant security while credible contingency. Changings of PLS-parameters, e.g. boundary values, norm parameters, mess areas gets reported gapless in form of a revision history and gets immediately placed at the disposal. The documentation and the plant-knowhow is always current and visible from assistance personnel.

>> Digital shift book solutions Finito

With Finito—Digital Shift Book the corporation New Solutions offers a product which fulfilled any requirement of a shift book and combines it with all pros of a digital software-solution. So, information, happenings and disturbances can get captured and documented easily. To be able to relate and send functions, briefings and tasks to specified persons respectively group of persons enables to plan deposit related briefings—and task packages. The automatic distribution of Reports enables to monitor the deposit mode.

>> Conclusion

In the range of the event three innovative and modern software solutions about the issue plant documentation was presented. The result of this workshop is, that these issues enjoy a very high local value in business practice and get more important in future. The requirements of modern documentation software gets clear while the event:

► Gapless chronicle and availability
► High transparency
► Easy, intuitive handling